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1.0 Introduction
The Gambia National Agricultural Investment Plan (GNAIP) is the medium-term strategic plan of The
Gambia (2011-2015). It is a framework that outlines the sector strategic policy thrusts guiding project
design, resource mobilization allocation and implementation, across the agriculture sector (Ag-sector).
Agricultural Projects form an important part of agricultural expenditure consolidating government
financing in the Agricultural Sector. These projects are funded mostly by the traditional funding partners
in the agriculture sector which include the African Development Bank (AfDB) and the International
Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD), Islamic Development Bank (IDB), World Bank (WB),
European Union (EU) and the United Nations (UN) Agencies to name a few.
The projects are managed by different Project Management Units (PMU) specifically hired to implement
projects. This arrangement presents the decentralization benefits and opportunities for increased focus of
specific interventions based on a specific set of predicable resources and results in addition to the much
needed sector partner coordination for efficient and effective delivery.
The mandate and role of the Central Projects Coordinating Unit (CPCU) for coordinating projects under
the Ministry of Agriculture is clearly outlined in the Cabinet Paper that ushered in the institution of the
CPCU. It is in line with the broader national Aid coordination policy that strives to improve coordination
of donor funding and donor funded projects in all sectors. A crucial and strategic starting point for an
effective coordination and oversight role is to regularize, synchronize and harmonize key process like
planning, monitoring and evaluation, administration, financial procedures and standards. Coordinated
planning, budgeting and progress review for Ag-sector projects is therefore necessary to come up with
consolidated sector Annual Workplans and Budgets (AWP&B) and Annual Progress Reports.
The Ag-sector PM&E framework specifies the need for and the process of carrying out Ag-sector Annual
Progress Review and Planning and the role of the CPCU and Planning Services Unit (PSU) M&E
Officers in leading and coordinating such processes. It is against this backdrop that the MoA, through the
CPCU, organized a maiden 2-days working session that aimed at bringing projects and MoA departments
together, to reflect on the 2014 progress and initiate the development of a joint 2015 Ag-sector projects
AWP&B and annual progress report.
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1.1Purpose
The 2-days projects annual progress review and planning working session is meant to create a platform
for discussing and sharing progress made by various projects in the year 2014 and plan for activities for
the 2015 implementation period. This will lead to the development of the 2014 Ag-sector progress report
and the 2015 Agricultural Sector Annual Projects Work plan and Budget. It will also have the additional
benefit of assessing the sector’s contribution to Vision 2016.

1.2 Objectives
The overall objective is to improve coordination of Ag-sector projects/interventions by reducing
duplication of project activities and promoting cross-project learning that will lead to improved
implementation efficiency.
The specific objectives of the Annual Agricultural Projects Progress Review and Planning (APPRP)
working session are:
1. To harmonize the scheduling and processes for carrying out Annual Agricultural project
progress review, reflection and annual work planning and budgeting
2. To develop the 2014 Annual Agricultural projects progress report
3. To develop a consolidated 2015 Annual Workplan and Budget for the Agricultural projects
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2.0 Proceedings of the Working Session
2.1 Day 1: Opening Ceremony
2.1.1 Words from the Director General, Department of Agriculture
In his opening remarks, the Director General, Department of Agriculture welcomed all the participants
and described the organization of the first ever Annual Agricultural Projects Progress Review and
Planning Working Session as a crucial step taken by the Ministry of Agriculture and led by the CPCU. He
explained that since the portfolio for the agricultural projects had increased tremendously it required
more judicious use of resources informed by regular progress data generation, sharing and reflection as
well as joint planning. He revealed that the working session will concentrate on;


Project presentations of work plans, targets and achievements,



Activities and indicators and their relevance to the GNAIP.

He made a plea that people should be critical but objective in order to achieve the objectives of the
session.

2.1.2 Remarks from the Governor of Lower River Region
The Governor of Lower River Region said ''a good convergence should be able to ensure synchronized
efforts of all projects. If all projects come together in order to avoid duplication, there could be great
impact on beneficiaries''. He challenged the participants to work positively so that they could have a good
footing come next year.

2.1. 3 Remarks from the Special Adviser to the President on Agriculture
In his remarks, Professor Wale Adekunle called on the participants to seriously converge their thoughts
during the, planning process as this would immensely contribute to a more efficient allocation of
resources on rice production. He reiterated the call by the Head of State through the Vision 2016 and that
everyone was being called to rally behind the call, work hard and contribute towards the realization of the
vision. He also emphasised the role that rice plays in food and nutrition security in The Gambia hence all
projects should take deliberate attempts to seek linkages that would ensure increased rice production and
avoid duplication."
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2.1.4 Remarks from the Deputy Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Finance and Economic
Affairs
The Deputy Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Finance and Economic Affairs outlined the importance of
Agriculture to the national economy noting the crucial role that the working session would enhance the
coordination of projects by both MoFEA and MoA. Mr Camara reminded the participants of the
importance and significant contribution of, Agriculture to the GDP (25% to GDP) and that any time
there is crop failure in the country, it impacts negatively on the economy demonstrating that a 50%
increase in the production of rice will cut down the import value of rice leading to significant forex
savings, job creation etc.

2.1.5 Remarks from the Permanent Secretary II - Ministry of Agriculture
The Permanent Secretary II of the Ministry of Agriculture described the working session as a family
discussion and that it will give the sector the opportunity to strengthen the implementation and sector
deliver process. He said the diversity of Agricultural projects is as wide as the number of donors, hence
the need to synchronize and avoid duplications. He emphasized the need for participants to take the
workshop seriously and went on to outline the objectives of the working session. .

2.1.6 Remarks from the Coordinator, Central Projects Coordinating Unit
In his opening remarks, Mr Falalo Touray, the Coordinator of the, Central Project Coordinating Unit
reiterated the importance of Agriculture in the economic development of the Gambia and went on to
spell out that the core objective of the working session was to regularize, harmonize and synchronize
project planning, monitoring and evaluation as well as some cross cutting administrative issues. He
highlighted the importance of the session as a unique opportunity to integrate projects for greater impact
hence the need to plan and have similar working sessions on an annual basis.
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3.0 Presentation of Project Progress Reports
After the opening ceremony seven projects presented their progress reports. Presentations were made by
the respective M&E Officers of the projects as shown in the Annex 2.

3.1 Emerging issues for the progress presentation and discussions
Upon the completion of each presentation participants took a chance to critically reflect on the issues
coming from the presentation either for that particular project or related to other projects and the
following issues emerged:
1. PROGEBE and RFP projects independently implemented the financial services components of
their projects yet there was a good opportunity for the two projects to complement each other’s
work
2. Lack of complementarity between MDG1c and LHDP in vegetable garden schemes leading to
possible duplications in e.g. Jappineh Village , LRR this led to the recommendation that the
CPCU should take a lead role in project design to minimize/eliminate duplication and maximize
complementarities
3. Possible duplication of functions between V-APEX and Microfinance Finance Promotion Centre
(MFPC)
4. The need for designing new livestock focused projects given that PROGEBE was closing and no
other livestock focused project was in the pipeline
5. Poor attribution of results leading to underestimation of or just lack of acknowledgement of,
Government and other partners contribution (attribution)
6. The need to measure adoption within, outside the project and post project intervention
7. Baselines are being conducted too late e.g. FASDEP
8. There is the need to have one comprehensive harmonized baseline study for all Ag-sector
priority indicators which all projects can tap from as opposed to the current practice where
several individual projects were conducting individual project level baselines despite their
common thematic thrusts.
9. Inadequate in-country capacity for land development and irrigation was leading to a diminished
pace for all land development activities posing the likely challenge of not meeting the planned
land development targets especially for rice.
10. Proposal to jointly fund the procurement of external land development services by projects
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11. Procurement bottlenecks were affecting timely projects implementation
12. Low uptake of the matching grant funds was affecting Nema, FASDEP and GCAV projects
13.
14. There is the need to match borehole capacity with garden size
15. The slow implementation rate for FASDEP needed an urgent fast track plan to make up for the
lost time.
16. Some funds disbursements were made for activities that had not been implemented hence this
could not be considered as an achievement until the activities had been implemented
17. The current data collection mechanism by most projects did not allow adequate measurement of
progress based on the selected Ag-sector priority indicators as evidenced by common data gaps
noticed even for some of the projects that are at closing stage.

3.1.1 Review of Emerging Issues From Presentations
The emerging issues in Day 1 were critically reflected upon as the first activity of Day 2. These issues are
core to the implementation process. Effectively addressing them would result in improved
implementation rate. The team prioritised the issues that needed urgent attention and corresponding
recommendations were made for each leading to the development of some sort of action plan.
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Table 2: Action plan for the emerging issues

Issue

Recommendations

Responsibility Timeline

Some projects received low GoTG
contribution versus the planned
contribution

The need for MoFEA and MoA to agree on a
mechanism that will ensure that counterpart
contribution is properly addressed since the
current picture can create a negative perception
from the development partners
The need to have a regular budget line for annual
review and planning workshop

MoFEA, MoA,
CPCU

Jan – Dec
2015

All Projects
MoA, CPCU

Nov. 2015

Projects to pool together training resources
(extension and farmer training on GAP for crops)
for DoA’s execution
There is the need for designing new livestock
focused project

All Projects,
DoA, CPCU

March
2015

MoA, MoFEA,
CPCU, DLS

Jan – Dec
2015

Proposal to jointly fund the procurement of
external land development services by projects

All Projects,
MoA CPCU,
Donors
MoA, All
Projects,
Donors, CPCU

March
2015

CPCU, all
projects

Jan – Dec
2015

This forum is very important and it will
be good to have more such forums
There is limited coordination of project
activities in the regions
With the end of PROGEBE, there will
be no other livestock specific project in
the sector
Inadequate in-country capacity for land
development and irrigation
Procurement bottlenecks are affecting
timely projects implementation

Procurement should be done on time. Well
thought and realistic procurement plans are very
important. Cross learning among project
procurement staff should happen be intensified.
Duplication of project interventions
The CPCU should take a lead role in project
design to minimize/ eliminate duplication and
maximized complementarities
The current data collection mechanism Strengthen data collection, processing and
by most projects did not allow
sharing. The Ag-sector PME System needs to be
adequate measurement of progress
utilized effectively and urgently especially the
based on the selected Ag-sector priority recently designed data collection forms in order to
indicators
collected relevant data.
The slow implementation rate for
CPCU to actively support FASDEP
FASDEP needed an urgent fast track
plan to make up for the lost time.
Importance of the achievement of
Ensuring that our 2015 annual consolidated work
Vision 2016
plan and budget clearly reflect the contribution of
projects to the objectives and targets of vision
2016
Harmonization of allowances
Need to harmonize all allowances across all
projects to ensure uniformity of approach

Jan – Dec
2015

CPCU/METWG Jan –
March
2015

CPCU, MoA and
AfDB

Jan – Dec
2015

MoA, All
Projects, CPCU,
NARI, DoA

Jan –
March
2015

CPCU

Jan 2015
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Enhance coordination and information
sharing within the Ministry of
Agriculture

Develop Consolidated Work Plan and Progress
Report

CPCU, METWG

Jan 2015

Organise bi-annual project progress review
meetings

CPCU, METWG

June 2015

3.2 Presentation of Annual Work Plans and Budget
With the exception of the Phasing-out projects (PROGEBE, RFP and PIWAMP) five projects presented
their proposed 2015 Annual Work Plan and Budgets. Discussions focused on thematic and geographic
mapping of the planned activities trying to see where 2 or more projects are carrying out similar activities
so as to identify possible linkages and ensuring rational use of extension staff. It also focused on checking
if the planned work is realistic and how well it tries to address the targets of Vision 2016 for example.
The following were agreed on after the presentations.


The writing team should come up with templates for the consolidated Annual Work Plan and Budget,
Indicator Based Progress Report, and Activity-Based Progress Report.



The writing team should come up with consolidated report of the 2011-2015 Annual Work Plan and
Budget, Indicator Based Progress Report, and 2014 Activity-Based Progress Report.



All projects submit their detailed 2015 staff and farmer training plan so that the writing team can
develop a calendar that enable joint training or at least synchronization of trainings to reduce
duplication by different projects.

3.3 Closing Remarks by the Director of Administration, Department of Agriculture
The closing ceremony was done by the Director of Administration, Department of Agriculture. In his
closing remarks he hailed the CPCU for sponsoring and organizing a very fruitful working session. He
also thank the participants for their active involvement during the session and expresses confidence that
the points, problems and solutions identified form the session will help to ensure a unified program and
improved project implementation.
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Annex 1: List of Facilitators and Writing Team
Name

Organization

Designation

Function /
Role

Mr Ousman Jammeh

Dep. of Agric

Director General

Chairperson

Mr Bho Mudyahoto

CPCU

M&E Technical Assistant

Facilitator

Mr Raymond Jatta

CPCU

M&E Officer

Facilitator

Mr Bakary O. Camara

NARI

M&E FP

Rapporteur

Mr Ebrima N. Ceesay

DOA

M&E Officer

Rapporteur

Mrs Isatou Savage Bah

DLS

M&E FP

Rapporteur

Annex 2: List of projects and their respective presenters
Name of Project

Presenter

Livestock and Horticulture Development Project (LHDP) – IFAD/AfDB/GoTG

Mr Abdoulie Touray

Food and Agricultural Development Project (FASDEP) – GAFSP/AfDB/GoTG

Mr Hassan Sillah

Participatory Integrated Water Management Project (PIWAMP) IFAD/AfDB/GoTG

Mr Jiuru Manneh

MDG 1c Project EU/FAO/GoTG

Mr Buba Joof

PROGEBE AfDB/GoTG

Mr Modou Sowe

National Agricultural Land and Water Management Project (Nema)IFAD/AfDB/GoTG

Mr Ensa Colley

Rural Finance Project (RFP) IFAD/GoTG

Mrs Ramatoulie Hydara

The Gambia Commercialization and Agricultural Value Chain Management Project
(GCAV)-WB/GoTG

Mr Raymand Jatta
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Annex 3: Attendance List
Name of Institution providing support for the event- GCAV
Event Dates: From 21 November To 22 November (number of days - 2)
ATTENDANCE REGISTER FOR STAFF
Category of activity (tick the applicable): TRAINING WORKSHOP
MEETING
PLANNING WORKSHOP REVIEW WORKSHOP WORKING SESSION
Name of Activity: Annual Sector Review and Planning Working Session
INSTRUCTIONS: This form is used to capture attendance for all VCA group capacity building activities. The form will be filled by the staff member convening the event/facilitate these activities. In cases where participants are
from different regions, record them on separate sheets, by region.

FULL NAME

Abdoulie Touray

Gender
M/F

National Identity

M

150562-11-810

Designation

PARTICIPANT'S
INSTITUTION
( indicate region
where application

Phone
Number

Email Address

M&EO

LHDP

7431591

Laye20002001@yahoo.com

Number (NIN) for
Gambia national

Ramatoulie Hydara
F
051264-21-526
M&EO
RFP
7904895
Toulie4000@yahoo.co.uk
Buba Joof
160258-01-374
FAO
9925217
Buba.joof@fao.org
Ensa Colley
M
311260-11-117
PM&EO
NEMA
9992512
kanema@gmail.com
Haruna Secka
M
160578-01-297
ASS.M&EO
PSU/DOA
9996959
harunasecka@yahoo.com
Dr. Demba Jallow
M
DG
GLMA
9970620
bungkad@yahoo.co.uk
Amet Sallah
M
040380-01-633
Senior planning
PSU/DOA
9811288
ametsallah@gmail.com
Bakary O. Camara
M
170681-21-930
M&E NARI
NARI
6564308
baksca@yahoo.com
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FULL NAME

Gender
M/F

Ebrima N. Ceesay
Mathew Gomez
Sabina K. Mendy
Momodou L.B.Sarr
Jerro Manneh
Isatou Savage
Dr Duto Saidy Fofana
Prof Wale Adekunle
Sang Mendy
Ousman Jarju
Isatou Yarbo
Ebou Edward Mendy
Momodou Gassama
Ousman Jammeh
Kebba L.Jarju
Mbeba Danso
Alieu B. Gaye
Dembo K Dibba
Molipha Sanyang

M
M
F
M
M
F
M
M
M
M
F
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

Hassan Sillah
Alfusainey K Jabbi
Sheikh O. Faye
Maimuna Sey

M
M
M
F

National Identity

Number (NIN) for
Gambia national
240373-21-050
070876-21-002
100351-31-578
101060-21-378
020579-961-11
050352-11-070
080362-02-196
070365-01-633
65013008
9442230
120171-11-236
211165-11-579

Designation

PARTICIPANT'S
INSTITUTION
( indicate region
where application

Phone
Number

Email Address

M&EO
Research Offi
Planner
O/C,DoA LRR
M&EO
Livestock O
DDG
SP. Admin O
PA
Hort. Specialist
SAS MOA
DA
PO
DG
Pro. Director

DOA
NARI
PSU/DOA
DOA
PIWAMP
DLS
DLS
OP
LHDP
LHDP
MOA
MOA
NEMA
DOA
FASDEP
FASDEP
FASDEP
CEES
CPCU

7614834
9931456
9943715
9916207
9937822
9918484
9928799
7928905
9973558
9921124
9442230
9921458
9960072
9763241
9924392
3971745
9967499
9834742
9966763

Ebrimaceesay79@yahoo.com
mathewgomez@yahoo.com
Nyimsabsin@yahoo.com
molaminsarr@yahoo.co.uk
jmaane@hotmail.com
Isatou_savage@hotmail.com
Dfofana1@hotmail.com
w.adekunle@gmail.com
mendysang@gmail.com
adbjarju@gmail.com
Isatou_2001@yahoo.com
eemendy@yahoo.com
modoujl@gmail.com
ousmanjammeh@yahoo.co.uk
kljarju@yahoo.co.uk
mbebadanso@yahoo.com
Badou_gaye@yahoo.com
Dembadibba1959@gmail.com.com
Molipha.sanyang@gmail.com

FASDEP
MOFEA
WAAPP
New Era
Business

9957840
9989094
7302884
2195013

Hassan661961@yahoo.com
Jabbi72@yahoo.com
somarfaye@gmail.com
seymaimuna@gmail.com

170178-21-978

Accountant
Agri. officer
P/O

250461-01-212

M&EO
P. Economist
M&E Support
Reporter

Jankeh Drammeh
M
GRTS TV
9377834
Drammehjankeh@gmail.com
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FULL NAME

Gender
M/F

Nyimansata Cham

F

Momodou Sowe
Abdoulie Nyokeh
Abdoulie G. Dibba
Fatoumatta Sonko
Omar Sanneh
Raymond Jatta
Sarjo Marenah
Ebou Sambou
Famara Fofana
Buba Jammeh
Molipha Darboe
Momodou Saine
Jama Ceesay
Amie Bojang
Sheriffo Bojang
Lamin Camara
Bho Mudyahoto
Falalo M. Touray M

M
M
M
F
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
F
F
M
M
M
M

National Identity

Number (NIN) for
Gambia national

190470-01-231
298808
140886-11-381
2509772155
100878-31-876
650-013378
221250-01-036
241288-11-207
221071-11-920
45000128
PC432128
050769-03-899

Designation

PARTICIPANT'S
INSTITUTION
( indicate region
where application

Phone
Number

Email Address

Reporter

TODAY

3969979

Nyimansatacham@gmail.com

M&E
Reporter
Columnis
Finance Officer
Suppliers officer
M&EO
FC
Reporter LRR
Producer
Driver
Accountant
AO
DB Admin
Data Entry
PS II
DPS
M&ETA
CPs

PROGEBE
THE POINT
FORAYAA
GLMA
WAAPP
CPCU
CPCU
GRTS RADIO
GRTS
DOA
CPCU
CEES
CPCU
CPCU
MOA
MOFEA
MOA/CPCU
CPCU

9969931
7486786
7826455
6675078
3814779
9950141
9986715
9844342
3655536
7437569
9966765
9988841
7680221
3056657
9962781
9599346
9285232
9966760

mswsowe@gmail.com
abdoulienyokeh@gmail.com
farmerseye@gmail.com
nafamata@yahoo.com
dadsanneh@yahoo.com
raymondjatta@yahoo.co.uk
Ebou193@gmail.com
Fofana2@gmail.com
Darboe.molipha@yahoo.com
pamodou@gmail.com
Jama_ceesay@yahoo.com
Amiebojang16@yahoo.com
sheriffo@hotmail.com
bhomudya@yahoo.com
falalotouray@gmail.com
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